The induced nonlinear electric dipole and higher moments in an atomic system, irradiated simultaneously by two or three light waves, are calculated by quantum-mechanical perturbation theory. Terms quadratic and cubic in the field amplitudes are included. An important permutation symmetry relation for the nonlinear polarizability is derived and its frequency dependence is discussed. The nonlinear microscopic properties are related to an effective macroscopic nonlinear polarization, which may be incorporated into Maxwell s equations for an infinite, homogeneous, anisotropic, nonlinear, dielectric medium. Energy and pov er relationships are derived for the nonlinear dielectric which correspond to the Manley-Rowe relations in the theory of parametric amplifiers. Explicit solutions are obtained for the coupled amplitude equations, which describe the interaction between a plane light wave and its second harmonic or the interaction between three plane electromagnetic waves, which satisfy the energy relationship co3=or1+co&, and the approximate momentum relationship L3=k1+k2+Ak. Third-harmonic generation and interaction between more waves is mentioned. Applications of the theory to the dc and microwave Kerr effect, light modulation, harmonic generation, and parametric conversion are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
acting on valence electrons, u is the atomic radius, and 5 p -8 is an average excitation energy of the atom.
In cases where parity considerations prohibit electric dipole scattering processes, there is an additional factor of (a/X)'-10 ' in this ra.tio.
Since excellent experimental discrimination between multiple photon and lower order processes is possible, nonlinear effects are readily observable for (E&/Et, "&)' 10 " or Ei --3&& 10' V/cm. This corresponds to a light intensity of 0.25 MW/cm'. Such intensities are available even in unfocused laser beams. A transient ruby laser pulse, operated with a Kerr cell shutter, has been reported" " to have a peak power of 10 MW in a beam of about 0. 5-cm' cross section. Higher densities are obtainable in focused beams. Much higher peak power densities than have so far been reported will be obtainable.
Coherence effects are of paramount importance in the experiments of Franken' and other investigators" -'" who have studied the production of light harmonics.
The production of such harmonics may increase as the square of the number of scattering centers. Even in a gaseous medium the interest is not so much in the incoherent scattering of individual molecules, but in the coherent eGects of an equivalent continuous medium with the average density. The same distinction arises in the linear theory of dispersion. The incoherent Rayleigh scattering gives rise to the blue color of sky, but the coherent scattering leads to an index of refraction of the air.
'HE interaction between electromagnetic waves and atomic matter was carried out to higher orders of perturbation theory in the early years of modern quantum mechanics. ' ' The interest in the absorpton of two or more light quanta and scattering processes, in which three or more light quanta are involved, has recently been revived, 4 ' because intense light Quxes available from laser sources have made possible the experimental observation of such higher order processes in the laboratory. , 'Franken' and co-workers observed the creation of the second harmonic of light, corresponding to the elementary processes of the annihilation of two light quanta and the creation of one new quantum with twice the energy. Garrett and Kaiser' observed twophoton absorption.
A crude estimate of the light intensity required for observation of these e8ects can be obtained as follows.
The intensity of a higher order scattering process will be smaller than the scattering in the next lower order process by a factor (Ei/E, t)' )eEG/(Wo -n)P, if the scattering is due to electric dipole-type transitions.
E~is the electric field in the light wave and E,~=3&(10' The eRect of the radiation on the system is to induce changes in the expectation value of its electron current density. This induced current density is then considered to be a source of scattered radiation. For the sake of definiteness, the field will be considered to be a superposition of three harmonic waves whose frequencies satisfy the the relation tot+tos=cos. 
The explicit expression for ((02) exp( -ia&at) is (for convenience we omit the sum over electrons):
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C. In the electric dipole approximation the interaction of the system with radiation is:
where K; )= -P;=.,",, e,r,E,(/), to an induced polarization in the x direction. With the three waves all propagating in the s direction, the nonlinear polarization becomes
where the quantity L 7« is real and is given by P,pkP, k; P";P"rr( }kP;, The other example in a gas, to which the same formalism can readily be applied, is the creation of the third harmonic wave. Consider a linearly polarized wave E, cos(kIz~It). A polarization at the third harmonic co3 --3&v will be created which is given in Eq. (2.26).
The even harmonics are not generated in the absence of a dc field. Other polarizations are likewise absent.
The hfth harmonic will be assumed to have a poor phase match. The problem is thus restricted to two interacting electromagnetic waves. Detailed solutions for the amplitudes and phases will be given in Sec. VII.
Energy relationships similar to the ones discussed above are readily derived. The free energy of a unit volume of gas simultaneously subjected to the fundamental and the third harmonic linearly polarized in the same direction has a term proportional to Eg E3.
Phase matching can, in principle, be achieved by utilizing the resonance dispersion near absorption bands of the molecules. The anharmonic oscillator will lead to a very large resonant denominator if the fundamental is chosen just below the absorption band. The nonlinearity will then be proportional to (a&v'bp (0I) 
C. Anisotroyic Crystals
The general case of an arbitrary number of atoms in the unit cell in a crystal of arbitrary symmetry can be attacked along the sa, me lines. Instead of one scalar polarizability and one scalar Lorentz factor equal to 42r/3, one now has many different tensors, which are discussed in the Appendix. Equations (A11) and (A13) of the Appendix are reproduced here for future use. '& 31 +3C"A 3A 1A 1*+ C"'A 3A 3A 3*$.
The constant C is given by C= (22I/C )&13 g (Cz&3=M1+Ml+Ml):6181CC1 (22/e )&tl' g (ct&1 cz&3~1 &1):d3&tl&3lz (4 11a) with the fourth-rank tensor g' expressible in terms of the higher order nonlinear polarizability y' given by Eq. (2.22). The quantities C', C", and C'" can be referred in a similar way to the nonlinear polarizability. They occur in terms that are purely reactive in nature.
It is clear from the notation that, e. g., the term C"Al*A3A3~=c&A1~/c&z corresponds to a partial contribution to the coherent scattering by a quantum process, in which photons at~~and~3 get scattered simultaneously. There is no change of the power Qow involved. In fact, these reactive terms represent a quadratic dc Kerr eBect. The propagation constant for the wave at~3 changes in a similar way by a term proportional to C 'Ze, ' as by C"A1A1*+C'"A3A3*. This question will be discussed further in Sec. VII. TI)e introduction of a quantity ys= (us' -u3. 3)/(u333 -us. ') (6.11) leads to a Jacobi elliptic integral in standard form and Eq. (6.9) can be written (6.12)
where hS= LNs/f.
The conservation of power Qow is expressed by o)rut +o)sus +o)sus = 1.
We can define three other constants m1, m2, m3'. mt=us +us, The general solution for the intensity of three waves is u '(I) =u '+ (u ' -u".,s)sn'$(us, ' -us,')'"()+I 3),y], Using the Manley-lowe relations, Eq. (6.6), we get Equation (6.12) can be integrated directly us(i ) =mP' sin(mr'~st').
If one sets cos2a1=cos2n2= cos2a3= 1, the amplitude of the electric field becomes
The equation (6.15) has three roots for Q3', . call them Q3. &Q3t, &Q3~&0. k3=k&+k1. The wave at co& has a very large number of quanta initially, and may be considered as the pump in a parametric amplifier. The initial distribution x&2=0, n3=20n1.
The period of the variation of energy is, in this case, n, =t.
A typical solution is represented in Fig. 6 . For co3))co2 there is power gain in the conversion of a photon to a higher frequency. The period, in space, for maximum gain is inversely proportional to the amplitude of the pump signal at a~. This is the case usually encountered in parametric converters.
If the initial condition is such that there are initially equal numbers of photons at co~and co2 and none at co3, the solution becomes very simple. These initial conditions are equivalent to m~--m2, m3=0, I'=0. The period of the interaction is infinite; the photons at coã nd~2 become depleted at the same rate
This special case is, therefore, similar to secondharmonic generation with perfect matching.
If m&/m2, the energy is transferred between the waves with a period in I Lcompare Eq. (5.11) and Eq. (6.9) j, given by
When the number of photons is depleted in one of the waves, the energy transfer reverses.
Consider next the case that a very large number is initially present at the highest frequency,~3, a much smaller number at cur, and none at &pp, i.e. , up (0) (0) where pp(0)))pi(0) has been used. An example of this case is shown in Fig. 7 .
To satisfy the initial condition pz(0)=0 sp// lllust be set equal to~period of the sn function. For pp(0)))pi(0) a half period can be approximated by" If there is a mismatch in the phase velocities, so that Ak is larger than either of the last two terms of Eq. since C has the same order of magnitude as C', C", and C" ', p& The conservation of energy equation is (7.4) u'+ v'= 1.
Equations (7.6) and (7.7) substituted into Eq. (7.5b) lead to the integral equation Equation ('7. 9) has for one root v'=0, the lower limit for e'. The next higher root will be less than unity, unless a = 0 = hs. Physically, one cannot match the phase velocity of the two waves unless this equality holds. As p&' and p3' vary, the quadratic Kerr effect changes the phase velocities of the two waves. Without perfect phase matching, it is impossible to get complete conversion of power from co to 3'. This is a rather academic point, however, since it only-becomes important after a signi6cant amount of harmonic generation has taken place. Any general interaction invoIving more than three waves will show this same eGect.
VIII. APPLICATIONS OF THE THEORY TO EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
A. Harmonic and Subharmonic Generation
The most studied nonlinear eFfect is, thus far, second-harmonic generation. The analysis of Sec. V shows that it is possible, in principle, to convert all incident power into the second harmonic. Since X,", -E, cos(&0 t kts), m-atches the phase velocity of the light wave E, cos(tost -kss). The latter can, of course, still be regarded as a wave in free space.
The extension of the formalism from free waves to guided modes is straightforward. The microwave field in the light modulator can, however, without any question be regarded as a parameter, since the photon Aux in the microwave is so overwhelmingly larger than the Aux of light quanta. The coupling by the nonlinear susceptibility X", (cvs=&o +css) leads to a side band of light at the sum frequency, polarized in the y direction. There is, of course, also a wave at the difference frequency ro4= -rot+tss. The microwave field may, in turn, interact with these sidebands to produce additional sidebands. All these light waves are approximately phase matched, because they differ so little in frequency. The theory of this paper is then not applicable. The parametric theory of Simon'4 may, however, be used, since the microwave field can be considered as a fixed parameter.
This case illustrates the meaning of dispersion in the nonlinear susceptibility. This quantity is defined for a frequency triple in the case of quadratic nonlinearities.
The permutation symmetry relations show that the same constant which describes microwave modulation of light also describes the generation of the microwave "P. S. Pershan 1. Only waves which are strictly monochromatic in frequency are considered; i.e. , no allowance has been made for the effect of the finite linewidth of the interacting waves.
2. Only waves with perfectly defined propagation vectors are considered; i.e. , no allowance has been made for the effects of the finite divergence of real light beams.
3. It has been assumed that the dispersion of the medium makes it permissible to ignore completely all but the small number of waves whose phase velocities are well matched. That is, no investigation has been made of the effects of waves propagating in the medium with phase velocities which are not well matched. These waves will have a small, but nonzero, interaction with the waves considered in the theory.
It is interesting to note that the nonlinearity provides in principle a means of thermal contact between electromagnetic modes. A lossless nonlinear dielectric could take the place of the carbon speck introduced by Boltzmann to insure thermalization of the electromagnetic field enclosed in a cavity.
Finally, it should be stressed that the considerations given here are restricted to an infinite, homogeneous, nonlinear medium. The very interesting effects that occur at the boundary of a nonlinear dielectric will be treated in another paper.
The following conclusions summarize the theory presented here. The intrinsic nonlinear properties of electrons and ions bound in atoms, molecules, and dense media can be connected with the macroscopic properties of MaxweH's field quantities in nonlinear dielectrics. This permits, in turn, a detailed description of the coherent nonlinear scattering processes in terms of macroscopic, nonlinear susceptibilities. The interaction between coherent light waves leads to a rigorous solution which shows that it is possible for the idealized cases considered here to convert power completely from some frequencies to others. 
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with D((08) = e((o8) E(a&8)+42}-P" (b28) P "s(~8)=Z'k R""(~8) P"""(~8) (A7) and the polarizations of the ith atom at frequency co3 are related to the local fields at &ui and cu2 (i.e. , ,=~2+~2) by PL(i) (&d8) =(2(i) (~8) . E(i)I((d8)P ""(*) (or8) = g("((o8 --(u2+a)I) E('"((v2)E""(k)I). (A2) L"" and n(')(~) are each 3&(3 matrices. From Eqs. (A13)
